
Presentation at North House  

The purpose of the award is to encourage good design, imaginative ideas and quality 
development. Consideration is given to any development or building refurbishment within 
Beccles which improves or enhances the built structure of the town. 

This year we have made the award to Brian Sabberton Limited for the tasteful and 
imaginative development of North House, which has been carried out to a high degree of 
quality, typical of the work of this company. A part of this award is also for the outstanding 
crinkle-crankle wall constructed at the side of North House.

Brian Sabberton Limited purchased North House at the end of 2015 with the intention of 
extending the existing courtyard development at 40 Ravensmere into the former yard area 
at the rear.
The house constructed in the 1870's for the owners of Darby's timber merchants had been
little touched for 40 years although significant work particularly internally had taken place 
during the 1960's.  As a locally listed building it was necessary to retain the original setting 
appearance and frontage of the building.  The original intention was to redecorate and 
then sell but plans changed as on further investigation – as is usually the case with older 
properties more substantial work was required.

Later extensions to the rear and side of the house were demolished and replaced with a 
new two storey extension accommodating a new sitting room with master bedroom suite 
above.  One corner of the rear had settled in the proximity of a soft water well and this 
required underpinning with piles and ground beams.  External brickwork was cleaned and 
re-pointed using lime mortar.  The roof covering was removed exposing work required to 
some of the roof timbers before re-slating retaining as many of the original slates as 
possible.

In order to separate the existing property from the new development an extensive new 
'crinkle-crankle' wall wall was constructed.  This is now a major feature of the development
and creates a completely private courtyard garden to the rear of the house and extends to 
secure the front access complete with new gates.

Internally the property was completely gutted and re fitted to include as much insulation as 
possible.  All new services were incorporated including a new high efficiency heating 
system featuring independent operational control for every room.  The first floor layout was
rearranged to provide an en-suite bathroom for each of the 4 bedrooms. The staircase and
balusters to the large landing a most attractive feature of the original property were still 
completely sound requiring only repainting.  A partition wall between the kitchen and front 
room was removed to accommodate a large new kitchen dining area with substantial 
glazing opening onto the courtyard garden.

The significant work has restored this substantial property whilst also incorporating modern
necessities.  Hopefully this will serve the property well over the next 100 years!
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